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Description
Using Plugin Edit to amend a FancyTable in WYSIWYG submitting a change causes all line breaks in the table body to be removed.

The PluginEdit shows the field "Rows separated by >> in the header; for the table body, one row per line. Cells separated by | in both cases."

Creating a working FancyTable with table body rows like this:

row 1 cell 1 | row 1 cell 2
row 2 cell 2 | row 2 cell 2

after inserting with the plugin edit tool this changes to:

row 1 cell 1 | row 1 cell 2 row 2 cell 2 | row 2 cell 2

Solution
Partial solution by mycroft documented here (fails if more than one Pretty Tracker per Wiki page, and perhaps fails completely in Articles):

Features/Usability Forum

```javascript
Insert above Line 759 of tiki-jquery.js

// workaround for CKEditor
if (((typeof form.content !== 'undefined') && (typeof CKEDITOR != 'undefined'))) {
```
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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